This paper discussed the configuration of squid proxy server and how to improve the performance of the squid proxy server by using the various methods and techniques.
INTRODUCTION
In today"s Internet savvy world there is lot of people or many educational institutes, companies, organizations started to establish the internet facility in there offices" and working place. So the demand for the internet providers is very high they want to give the internet connection for everyone but the major problems they are facing are the "Bandwidth allocation and restriction or control of internet accesses.
Squid proxy server is acquiescent to the High Cache Archi. and uses the Inter Cache Protocol (ICP) to transmit the data between two clients and /parent/child server Squid proxy can improve drastically and able to fast the traffic from the inside LAN to the world wide web or it can be employed to act as a front-end accelerator for a Web server, increasing access to the web sites on the server.
Following details give you the Squid can do:
Faster Internet Connections for Internal LAN Secure the Internal LAN When browsing the Internet Stores the log of User Activity on the WWW Blocks the unwanted activity by clients on the www Allow the internet access to the legitimate users only Always watch and filter the sensitive data Do the acceleration of web pages Squid proxy server works both as a proxy, working in behalf of a client, a cache. When squid proxy server acts as a proxy and a client asks for a request for a web site, squid retrieves the web site and then provides it to the client. The client, in actually never goes to the www as the proxy server gets it and caches all the pages and sites the client asks requests for. So improving the performance of the squid proxy is always essential. This paper gives the idea to use various techniques, hardware"s. In first part discussion is based on why SCSI HDD is important over IDE/ATA HDD and second Web Cache Manager. [2] and third part is blocking media streaming.
SCSI (Small Computer System Interface)
SCSI is normally useful in various servers, and most of in industrial area and educational institutes than home uses. Table 4 compares the performance of IDE and SCSI disks on the various benchmarks [5] , and computes the percentage differences in the last column. We use the UNIX fast file system [4] for the application benchmarks. In this table we use a tag setting of 32 in the driver. 
Web Cache
What is Web Caching?
"A cache miss means that the request could not be filled from the cache but had to be filled with an actual connection to the web page"
Web Caching [6] is the most common method used by ISP"s to reduced the bandwidth all over the world and to improve and FTP data temporary in the ISP server to all over the universe, to improve the performance of the bandwidth also save the bandwidth So we Web caching is nothing but to store the HTTP and FTP data temporarily.
Web Cache Manager:
The cache manager is a convenient way to manage the cache and view statistics without logging into the server. Following fig shows how cache manager works.
Fig 1: Cache Manager Flow chart
Cache has made the Bharati Vidyapeeth site much easier and faster to download because all the static graphics are already on hand and the only thing you need to complete the picture is the news, results content. Next page describe the how the cache manager is working in the web server and also it is possible to store a temporarily data of the webpage at the server side.
Cache validation refers to the testing of the data so that Squid provides information that is current and not stale information. Often before providing a web page Squid will verify the information and replace it if it is out of date. The way that Squid will verify the information is that each time it saves data to the cache a timestamp is placed on it. This use of a timestamp maintains the integrity of updated information. After the cache manager flow chart next step is to store the all the cache data in proper place and access it easily and quickly so which will be best HDD for storing the cache data so far normally in inexperienced administrator use the IDE/ATA HDD which is cheap but the performance is not up-to-date but when tried to setup the squid proxy and space allocation for cache data the SCSI HDD the performance is total different. In a small cache, the chance of a HIT is little, because the cache is easily filled so the less requested objects are replaced by newer objects. On the other hand, if, for example, 2 GB is available for the cache and the client only surf 20 MB a day, it would take more than more than hundred days to fill the cache data. The easiest way to determine the needed cache size is to consider the maximum transfer rate of the connection. With a 1 Mbit/s connection, the maximum transfer rate is 125 KB/s. If all this traffic ends up in the cache, in one hour it would add up to 450 MB and, assuming that all this traffic is generated in only eight working hours, it would reach 3.6 GB in one day. Because the connection is normally not used to its upper volume limit, it can be assumed that the total data volume handled by the cache is approximately 2 GB. This is why 2 GB of disk space is required in the example for Squid to keep one day's worth of browsed data cached. The cachemgr.cgi (cache manager) is a CGI utility for displaying statistics about the squid process as it runs. By using above CGI utility. IDE/ATA HDD and approximately 230 users the following result of the cache manager displayed.
Fig. 2: Cache Manager Data report when using IDE/ATA
and without blocking media streaming Above picture of report shows the how useful is the cache manager in squid proxy server. This example is the case study of the internet access LAN of bharati vidyapeeth college of engineering, Navi Mumbai. This statics shows that by using the proper setup of squid proxy server and web cache manager we can save almost 20% current bandwidth. But various companies, educational institutes and organizations target is to improve more performance of the squid proxy server. So we proposed new system.
PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE (Using SCSI HDD, Squid and Web Caching and Blocking Media Streaming) Fig 3: Proposed System Architecture
Speed is an important role in the caching process, so this point deserves special concentration. For hard disks, this parameter is described as random seek time, measured in milliseconds. Because the data blocks that Squid reads from or writes to the hard disk will tend to be rather small, the seek time of the hard disk is more important than its data throughput. For the purposes of a proxy, hard disks with high rotation speeds are probably the better choice, because they allow the read-write head to be positioned in the required spot much quicker. Fast SCSI hard disks nowadays have a seek time of under 4 milliseconds. One possibility to speed up the system is to use a number of disks concurrently or to employ striping RAID arrays. This paper explain the all the procedure which adopted at Bharati Vidyapeeth College of Engineering(BVCOE), Navi Mumbai by using SCSI HDD and configuring it with various application and squid.conf. This paper discusses how the performance of BVCOE, Navi Mumbai institutes internet access and squid proxy server is improved drastically with step by step procedure and advantages of SCSI which is discussed above. As discussed earlier the first advantage of SCSI to other HDD"s Very Fast , yes it is true, after installation of Linux OS and simultaneously squid package it works fine the execution of various packages and rpm packages it is very fast when administrator stop the various services and restart it. The response is very quick as compared with other IDE/ATA HDD"s. The second advantages which discussed are supports of large set of applications. After installation of large applications such as open office. Org, Pl sql, developer tools, and database tools the performance is very good and fast. For configuration of squid need to do lot of administration work for that it is useful web interface such as webmin, calamaris etc. And also most important it is useful for caching the data.
Squid is proxy server which is open source and lot of administrator easily use it instead of high priced routers and hardware"s so it need lot of support from the server hardware system which is essential for the running the squid properly and consistently and the experience shows that SCSI is fully scalable and flexibility in Arrays(RAID) configuration. Now the most important part is storing the web caching data, access log and cache log which is in large amount, also need to be copy to DVD ROMs through the DVD writers which is also possible by SCSI controller DVD writers. IN BVCOE for copying the entire access log, cache data used second SCSI hdd. This is better for storing, moving and copying large amounts of data. Now most important part of the system or internet access management is that storing the cache data as all N/W administrator"s know that squid proxy server is also cache server [8] . So that for storing lot of data on the normal hard disk it take lot of time to take backup of the data which is not possible to do quickly and reliably in other hard disk here the SCSI comes and SCSI is better for storing, moving and copying large amounts of data and also it can be work on 24/7 operations and More reliable. Next topic is also vital for improving the performance of the squid proxy web server.
BLOCKING THE MEDIA STREAMING AND IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE AND REDUCING THE BANDWIDTH.
Often multimedia streaming [8] is not good for the office environment. It will dry out the bandwidth of our network, thus slows it down. Administrator can block the multimedia 
CONCLUSION
All above architecture and modifying squid.conf file works fine and it shows improvement of the performance of squid proxy and lot of users are satisfied by the speed of the internet access system. And also the N/W administrator for using the various techniques and ideas for configuration of squid.conf file and storing access.log file in big size so the SCSI is useful. Also blocking the media streaming is also very useful for improving the performance of the same. Following report shows that the performance of the bandwidth saving and speed of the internet access is almost increased by the 30%. So the conclusion comes that for educational institutes, companies, organizations proposed squid proxy server architecture (using SCSI HDD) with blocking media streaming is very useful. 
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